REYNOLDS COMMUNITY COLLEGE

2020 SUMMER & FALL CLASSES

VIRTUAL CLASS
Classes initially planned for on campus instruction now being offered remotely.

Countries:
- DT = Downtown Campus
- PR = Parham Road Campus
- GC/GW = Goochland Campus
- TK = The Kitchens

Scheduled live video
Real-time and recorded activities
Real class experiences (lectures and group work) take place online

DISTANCE LEARNING
Classes that are only ever offered online.

Country:
- DL = Distance Learning

Weekly assignment deadlines, but no scheduled class time
Interact on your own schedule and submit learning activities and assignments by due dates
All coursework done online

HYBRID CLASSES
A combination of formats.

Countries:
- HP = Hybrid Parham Road
- HD = Hybrid Downtown
- HG/HW = Hybrid Goochland
- HK = Hybrid Kitchens

Classes with “H” are combinations of either:
- Distance Learning + scheduled live video
- Distance Learning + in-person instruction with safety precautions.

These classes were initially planned for instruction on a certain campus and the hybrid code reflects that when signing up.